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Participants: Henry Miller - Entrepreneur 

  Ajiah Woo – Volleyball Player 

  Mackinlee Waddel – Actress and Philanthropist 

  Merit and Marlowe – “Plastic Patrol” 

General Synopsis for Episode #1122 

In this episode, committed and talented young icons share their stories of success. The 
guests open up the personal side of their journey and what made them decide to pursue 
their goals and take care of their community. Fourteen-year-old entrepreneur Henry 
Miller had so much sweet honey from his beehives that he created spicy honey. With his 
parents help, he started the company Henry’s Humdingers to sell his honey products, 
which are now in 100 stores on the east coast. Henry shares that his goal is to do as much 
as possible and is grateful to bees. Ajiah Woo is a 14-year-old volleyball player who 
found the Saint Sebastian Volleyball Club for special needs kids. Her love of the game 
and patience assist her in teaching specific skills to each participant so that they can learn 
to love the sport. Mackinlee Waddel was five years old when she had open-heart 
surgery. She is now a sixteen-year-old actress on ABC’s GCB show who wants to help 
raise funds for the Children’s Miracle Network and participate in other ways to give back 
to her community. She shares she would love to inspire kids. Sisters Merit and Marlowe 
were inspired by a show on Oprah on Earth Day and decided to launch a website called 
“Plastic Patrol” for kids to learn how to be green and save the ocean. They are conscious 
about plastic getting into the ocean so they pick up trash at the beach and in their 
community.  

Observation and Conclusion 

In episode #1122, teens will relate and be inspired by these inventive high achievers as 
role models giving them hope to achieve success. This episode of The Young Icons 
delivers an educational and informational message that supports current social, 
intellectual and emotional aspects of children ages 13 and up. Attributes and advice 
emphasized by guests instill a grounded balance of priorities, commitment, and 
perseverance children can apply to their lives.   

Sincerely, 
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